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ABSTRACT

City School, an experimental school run by the Vancouver School
Board, has just completed its first year of operation. It offers a flexible
alternative to other available school programs for approximately 100 students
in u _,_tes 5 to 10.

The CoopersmAth Self-Esteem Inventory was administered to students
in January and again in May, 1972. A comparison of the pre- and post-test
results revealed no statistically significant differences.

A School Sentiment Index was given to the students in May to assess
their attitudes towards several aspects of school. The attitudes of City
School students were above average in all areas except "Learning," in which
they had an average rating.

Achievement Tests in English and Mathematics were given to all
students in May. Students in Grades 5 to 9 had the Metropolitan Achievement
Tests while the Grade 10 students had the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests and
the Beattie Test of Mathematical Fundamentals for Grades "7 to 12. The results
for City School students were average or higher than the norms on all subtests,
at every grade level, except for the Language subtest at Grade 8 and the Beattie
Mathematics Test at Grade 10. From this one set of results, there i5 no way of
knowing how much the students have improved during the year as their functioning
levels were not ascertained at the beginning of the year Thus, thest- results
should not be interpreted as an indication of what the students have learned
at City School - they simply denote the current levels of student functioning.

The scores obtained by Grade 6 students at City School on a survey
test in Mathematics were below average when compared to the scores obtained by
Grade 6 students in other Vancouver schools.

Questionnaires were completed by 85 students (85%), 58 parents (67.4%)
and six (37.5%) parents of students who withdrew from City School prior to May,
1972. Highlights from these questionnaires follow.

"Freedom" was a major attraction of the school but feelings about it,
while largely positive, were not entirely so.

Parents were divided in their opinions about voluntary attendance.
Both the students and their parents recommended that there should be

a screening of applicants to ensure a careful selection of
students for City School next year.

The positive aspeeta of City School that were noted tended to be
largely of a personal/social nature.

Disadvantages mentioned tended to be more of an academic nature.
Many respondents felt that one of the school's greatest handicaps

was the inadequacy of the buildings and equipment.
There was commendation of the high calibre of the teachers at City

School.



One of the points made most often was that the lack of structure
and organization at City School seemed to create and contri-
bute to many of its difficulties.

There were more positive than negative comments made, particularly
by the students.

In conclusion, parents and students like many aspects of City
School but feel that some changes are required. Generally, it would seem
that they think it is too extreme in certain ways and 'tat there shOuld be
greater moderation in these respects at City School.



WHAT IS CITY SCH L?

City School was opened as an experimental school by the Vancouver
School Board in September, 1971, and has just completed its first year of
operation.

This school, which is located on a 2.19 acre site at the corner of
12th Avenue and Ash Street, is housed in two temporary buildings, situated
parallel to one another that were formerly occupied by Edith Cavell primary
annex.

Designed originally for primary pupils, these buildings consist. of
eight portable classrooms that have been combined to form two buildings. The
main building contains five classrooms including the library and administra-
tive area, while the other building provides three classroom spaces.

The arrangement of furnishings and equipment within the school 19
casual and varies from one area of the school to another. For example, one
room has no furniture, another has old chesterfields and chairs, while a third
room is equipped with tables and chairs. The furniture is moved frequently
according to the needs of the current activities.

The proximity of City 3chool to north-south and east-west bus routes
facilitates the mobility of the students around Vancouver. This is important
Since the whole of the metropolitan area is considered to he the learning
environment with the school as the focal point.

To some degree, City School was patterned after such innovative
programs as SEED in Toronto, which-"offers the student an alternative in
education - an opportunity to pursue whatever field of interest he wishes
learn about."-L

The objectives of City School are:

1. To provide the basic subject skilL3 based on individual aims.

2. To encourage involvement by parents and community.

To provide for the exploration of areas of interest riot n rmally
available in schools.

To develop individuality in goal setting and in self-concept.

To provide each individual with success.

6. To develop Eocial concepts in a variety of situations.

7. To explore the community and become practically involved.

8. To develop the ability to think.

1 Yip, Douglas, SEED 7 A Prelinar Report, Research Department, The
of Education for the City of Toronto, March, 1971.

and
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For the first year, the population of City School was limited
to 100 students ranging in age from ten to fifteen years. These students
were registered in Grades 5 to 10 with the exception of a few children(about four) who were registered below these levels.

City School was evailable to all Vancouver students at theselevels as an alternative ti traditional schooling. Since applications werereceived f ©r more students than could be accepted, names of successful can-
didates were selected by drawing names et random until 100 of the applicantswere chosen. Initially, no student was refused admission for unsuitability.Of those students chosen, most had previously attended about 40 different
Vancouver public schools. The remainder came from private or non-Vancouverschools. Between September and May nineteen students withdrew from theschool and were replaced by others.

Four teachers, two male, two female, were selected for their comple-mentary talents and because they had expressed interest in taking part inthis educational venture. The teachers had equal status. There was noprincipal, however, there was a staff assistant to handle administrativeduties. -

The school's focus is on the individual, on his right to decidewhat, when, and how he will learn. The student is given the primary responsi-bility for making these decisions. Part of the thinking behind this is thatif the student is given the choice, he will learn to make erlse decisions onhis own. He will put greater effort into his work and gain more from it thanhe would if someone else was directing his work, and he will be happier inthe process. The attainment of personal happiness by the students would seemto be an intrinsic feature of the school.

Each students in consultation with the staff, planned his own pro-gram. Several times during the school year, each student met with his parentsand teachers to evaluate his progress, each member contributing to this assess-ment and planning session.

To give an idea of the variety of "subjects" available to studentsat City School, a sample schedule of events for one day's activitiec is, shownin Figure I. Other items noted on the schedule for the remainder of the eeeekincluded: photography, films, ecology, reading, German, genetics, drama,electronics and science-batteries. The schedule was written on a lackboardin the coffee room (lounge or meeting room) and students could go when theychose to decide in which, if any, of these activities they would participate.Many of these activities had no set time limit. The students were free topursue their own interests rather than scheduled activities if they wished.

One of the most important features of City School is the maymeetings held among the students and staff. Most mornings begin with half-hour (approximately) small group meetings. The school population is dividedinto four groups for this. Each teacher has primary responsibility for thestudents in his group. In these meetings, announcements are made and studentsand staff are free to discuss anything of concern to them. There are twomeetings a week for the student body as a whole. At these meetings, decisionsare made about the school, its programs, the students, and even the teachers.



FIGURE I: SAMPLE SCHEDULE FOR ONE DAY'S ACTIVITIES
AT CITY SCHOOL.

9:00 Small groups

9:30 Poetry

We are on "Open Line" radio program) today if you want to listen

9:30

9:30

10:00

10:00

Tables on tape

Math junk

Television electro- chemical.

Math help - tables

cells

11:00 Short meeting of students going to animal farm Monday

11:00 Cooking - what to do with sausages

11:00 Organic gardening - starti seeds inaoors

12:00 Emergency meeting - discipline problem

12:30 Questionnaire (City Study) on third narrows crossing

1:00 Drama

1:00 Man group - China

1:00 Film making - writeral meeting

1:30 Music - bring something to play, e.g. spoons, pieces of wood

2:00 Arithmetic baseball

1:00 French - intermediate

1:30 French - beginners

2:00 French - juniors
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At the core of City School is the involvement on an equal (in
most instances) basis of everyone) students and teachers alike. Students
have votes of equal status in matters of policy, organization, discipline
and rules. This "democracy" extends to the choice of subjects offered. If
a student wants to pursue a particular interest with other students and
staff, he is expected to initiate the activity himself.

The motto of the University of British Columbia "Tuum Et" - "It
yours" or, "It is up to you" might be equally appropriate to City School.
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7-11AWATION

T ©PILII3t ITH ELF-ESTEEM NVEUTORY

In an attempt to assess possible changes in the self-conceptsof the students as a result of their being at City School, a revision ofthe Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventorylwas
administered to all of the-2- _-students in January and again in May, 1972. The only chances made in thefull-length version of the Inventory were the removal of five items whichhad specific reference to family relationships. This left 53 items dealingwith General Self, 'Social Self--Peers, and School_-Academic areas..

As it was not possible to do the first administration untilJanuary, he results cannot really be considered on a pre- and post-testbasis.

There were 79 students who took the inventory on both occasions.Individual scores were calculated by giving one point for each appropriate
response (i.e., True or False) connoting a high self-concept. These scoreswere then transformed to percentages. The results are expressed as per-centages.

The pre-test mean was 66.32%. The post-test mean was 66.48%. Thedifference between these means (0.16%)- was not statistically si1nificant.Although the overall results of these two administration's were nearly id n-tical, there were a number of differences noted in the scores of individualstudents. Some represented substantial changes from January to May.

Many students made substantial gains or losses from pre- to post-testing. The range of differences in scores was from a loss of 33 points toa gain of 38 points, between pre- and post-testing. Conditions on bothoccasions were not ideal, and, therefore, individual results ray be question-able. based on these results, students who made significant rains or lossesin their self-concepts cannot ne identified with any ree of confidence.

1 Coopersmith The An,ecedr
Freeman & Co., 1967. Sari Francisco:

2 This Inventory was administered and scored by Mr. T. Hunt on behalf ofthe Education Department of the Vancouver School Eoard. The resulof this test are reported here.



EVALIJ 'ION

II - A- I VEM- TT TEST RESULTS

The assessment of the levels of academic achievement of the
students was considered an integral part of the evaluation of City School.
It was not possible to obtain a single instrument fc measuring achieve-
ment suited to all 173do levels. The Metropoliten Achievement Tests were
given to all students in Grades 5 to 9. Students in Grade 10 were given
the Gates- MacGinitie Reading Tests and th.© beattie Test of Nathematical
Fundamentals for Grades 7 to 12.

Twe- levels of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests were used.
Students in Grades 5 and 6 were given the Intermediate Level, Form F,
students in Grades 7, 8 and 9 wrote the Advanced Level, Form-F. partial
battery was used at both levels. This consisted of seven subtests which
yielded nine scores. These subtexts were administered over three days
during May, 1972. Nolus for the interpretation of the results are provided.

Table I shows the percentiles, stanines, andrrade equivalents-
corresponding to the mean standard scores of the students in each of nine
areas on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. These results are shown
separately for students registered in Grades 5, 8 and 9.



TABLE 1: AVERAGE RATINGS OF STUDENTS IN GRADES 5 TO 9 UN
THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS MAY 1 72.

Metropolitan Achievement Tests

. Word Knowledge - Percentile
Stanine

- Grade Equivalent_

2. Reading Comprehension - Percentile
- Stanine
- Grade Equivalent

. Total Reading (1 + 2) - Percentile
- Stanine
- Grade Equivalent

- Percentile
- Stanine
- Grade Equivalent

Spelling

. Math Computation

Math Concepts

- Percentile
- Stanine
- Grade Equivalent

- Percentile
- Stanine
- Grade Equivalent

- Percentile
- Stanine
- Grade Equivalent

Math Problc.m Solving .7 Percentile
- Stanine
- Grade Equivalent

Total Math (6 + Percentile
Stanine

- Grade Equivalent

Actual Grade Placement

Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr.

7 P 9

77 87 P3 57 P1
7 7 7 5 7

7.3 9.7 9.7 9.3 9.7

88 83 82 55 85
7 7 7 5 7

8.1 8.8 9.5 8.9 9.5

83 89 84 59 82
7 7 7 5 7

7.7 9.8 9.8 9.5 9.8

51 64 76 43 67
5 6 6 5 6

6.1 8.0 9.P P.5 9.8

62 71 71 59 62
6 6 6 5 6

6.1 7.6 9.4 9.8 9.8

54 50 72 67 54
5 9 6 6 5

5.9 6.9 8.6 9.6 9.6

51 69 70 61 69
5 6 6 t 6

5.8 8.2 8.1 9.1 9.7

63 52 79 63 56
6 5 7 6 5

6.3 6.6 9.8 9.6 9.8

60 62 72 9 56
6 6 6 5 5

5,9 7.1 8.6 8.9 9.8

5.8 6.8 9.



The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, ForaeF1M, were given to the
few Grade 10 students (W?). These consist of three subtexts from which
five scores are obtainable. To supplement the Gates-MaeGinitie, the Beattie
Test of. Mathematical Fundamentals for Grades 7 to 12 was given to the Grade
10 students (145).

In interpreting the Beattie results, it should be noted that 1960
norms for Grade 2 Vancouver students were used as these were the most appro-
priate available. 1 Had Grade 10 norms been available for comparison, the
ratings on the City School students would likely have been lower.

Results for the Grade 10 students on the Gate -MacGinitie and
Beattie Tests are shown in Table II.

TABLE II: AVERAGE RATINGS OF GRADE 10 STUDENTS ON THE GATES-MACGINITIE
READING TEST, SURVEY F, FORM 1M, AND ON THE bLATTIE TEST OF
MATHEMATICAL FUNDAMENTALS FOR GRADES 7 TO 12 MAY 19 2

Mean Stand. cores on the Gates-4acGinitie Read"
Expressed as a Percentile

14-7)

1. Speed and Accuracy

a) Attempted
b) Correct

2. Vocabulary

Reading Comprehension

Total Reading

(Vocabulary and Comprehension combined)

75
79

69

74

72

Score on the Beattie Test of Mathematical Fundam
ressed as a Percentile and Letter Grade

Mean (N5). 10th Percentile Letter Grade "D"

als

The results for Grade 9 students are slightly elevated as normshad to be used which were applicable to students in the first half of
Grade 9 only, while the City School students were in the last half of
Grade 9 when the tests were administered. Thus, had suitable norms teen
available, the Grade 9 results would have been slightly lower than theyappear here. For these reasons and because some scores were beyond the
top of the scale, the Grade 9 results must be interpreted with caution.
The Grade 9 students performed, onthe-average, at a level at least equalto their grade placement.



The mean stanines and percentiles were average or higher on all
subtests at every grade level, except for the Language subtest at Crack! 8
which had a percentile rank of 43.

As a total group, the atudentsseemed generally stronger in reading
areas, i.e.) they tended to perform better in ord Knowledge, Comprehension,
and Total Reading than they did in otherareas assesaed.- As a group, their
weaker areas were Language, Spelling, and the various Mathematics Subtests.
Even in their poorer areas, the City School student- as a group achieved
above the 50th percentile.

Grade 7 students achieved the highest standings relatively, and
those in Grade 8,. the lowest.

As the Grade .10 tests were administered to very few students.(5. on-
one test, on-the ether)v.thereaultsmust be interpreted conservatively.
The percentiles-of-the mean standard-scores on the subtests of-the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Tests were all well. above .the mid-point .of 50.

The results obtained by five Grade 10 students on the leattie Test
of Mathematical Fundamentals were, generally,. not very good. The mean raw
scare of 26 was at the 10th percentile and rated 'ID". This score (26) was
13 points below the norm.

There is some question as to the appropriateness of the teattie
Test for these students. This test stresses speed which receives little
emphasis at City School. --It-is worthy of-note that a larger -group of
students in Grade 8 at a Vancouver secondary school, which also has's.- ..
loosely-structured rather than-traditional arrangement, received similarly-
-poor 3C0iT3'011 the Leattie Test- in.a recent administration.

Mean scores for groups of children conceal inaividual performances.
Several children-at the.sohool -achieved-very highly on the tests. Probably,
these. are very bright children who have achieved well throughout. their schooling
and likely will continue to achieve irrespective of the nature of their schools:
Howevervthere-were -a number of children-at the -other end of the spectrum who
achieved poorly on these tests. The perforMande of these low-achievers should
be further investigated to assess their needs and to make-appropriate plans-for
their_remediation.

Unfortunately, since no pre-testing was done, few conclusions can
be drawn from the above achievement test results. From this one set of results
there is no way of knowing how much the students have improved during the year
as their functioning levels were not ascertained at the beginning of the year.
Thus, these results should not be interpreted as an indication of what the
students have learned at City School. The results simply suggest that during
the years of their schooling, the City School students have, on the whole,
learned an average or greater amount of material in the areas assessed.

Su rve Test in Mathematics - Grade 6

A survey test in Mathematics was administered to all pupils in Grade
nn n- Innn
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The test as based on the Mathematics 6 curriculum ruide and it was
designed in 1969 to assess the work covered to the middle of May It had
three parts, given in separate sessions: computation, concepts, and problems.

Norms for Vancouver were developed. Scones for the sixteen
Grade 6 students-from City School tended to be below average compared to
other Vancouver schools. Median scores with their corresponding percentiles
and letter grades were; (Possible. scores are in brackets.)

Raw
Scores

Percen-
tiles

Letter
Grades.

Computation 14.5 (36) 28 C-

Concepts 10.5 (24) 38 C- to C

Problems 5. (12) 34 C=-

Total Score 30.5 (72) 29 C-

These results for the Grade 6 students of City School are con-
siderably lower than those on comparable subtests of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test on which the Grade 6 students had percentiles ranging from
50 to 69 on the four Mathematics scales. The reasons for this apparent
discrepancy are uncertain.
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EVALUATION

III SCHOOL SENTIMENT INDEX

An informal instrument called the School Sentiment Indexl was
administered to City School students in May, 1972, to evaluate their
attitudes towards education. Two levels of the Index were used Studentsin Grades .5 and 6 were given the Intermediate Level (see Appendix A).
Students in Grades 7, 8, 9 and 10 were given the Secondary Level (see
Appendix B).

At the Intermediate Level, -the Index consists of 75 statements
regarding various aspects of school to which students respond by indicating
whether each statement is "true" or "untrue" for them.

At the Secondary Level, the Index consists of A3 statements
regarding various aspects of school to which students respond by indicating
"strong agreement," "agreement," "disagreement," or "strong disagreement."

This selfrepot device attempts to measure students attitudes
towards-the following five aspects of school.

1. Teacher, which can be subdivided into:

a) Mode of Instruction,

b) Authorit? and Control, and

c) Interpersonal Relationships;

2. Learning;

3 School Social Structure and Climate;

4. Peer; and

5. General.

During the administration of the School Sentiment Index, students
rated each statement by marking their responses on separate answer sheets.

1.- Intermediate Level

Scores were obtained by counting one point for each positive
response; that is, for each "true" or "untrue" response which indicated a
favourable attitude toward school.

1 The School Sentiment Index was developed by the Instructional Objectiv
Exchange of Los Angeles, California.



Average_scc:
and Grades 4, 5 and 6
test.

for each group of students (Grade 5-, Grade 6,
ere computed for each subscale and for the total

As the subscales have varying numbers of items, their ranges of
possible scores and the scale means are also different. The range of
scores. and the mean for each subscale are shown in Table III. .Mean values
obtained by the groups which are larger than the-arithmetic averages,
indicate above average ratings.

The res,lts at the Intermediate Level are presented in Table II

TABLE III: MEAN SCORES by GRADES OF STUDENTS AT CITY SCHOOL ON SUESCALES
OF THE SCHOOL SENTIMENT INDEX INTERMEDIATE LEVELMAY. 1972,

Number
of
'ents

Teacher

Mode of Authority
Instruction & Control

Interpersonal
Relationships

rade 5

rade 6

1oup 35
1

an e of
sible

:cores

rIthmetic
can

9.15 11.15

9.80 11.05

9.46 10.94

0-13 0-13

6.50 6.50

Includes 2 pupils in Ordde 4.

26.38 '7.46 12.08

26.50 3.15 7.40 12.45

12

Total

55.46

55.55

5..74 26.14 7.34 12.17

0-8 0 -34 0-75

7.50
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Secondary Level

Scores were obtained by assigning points 2, or 1 to each
response, as indicated on the scoring guide. Alternate responses which
reflected a positive attitude receiVed, the values of "3" and "4" whereas
negative responses wereAssigned the values of "1" and "2". The mean scores
for each section in the Index were calculated.

The numerical value of "2.50" is the arithmetic average or mean of
the four-point rating scale. Mean values larger than "2.50" indicate above
average ratings whereas mean values smaller than "2.50" depie, below average
ratings.

The results of hp evel are in Table IV.

TABLE IV: MEAN SCO1 E5 EY GRADES OF STUDENTS AT CITY SCHOOL ON SUESCALES
OF THE SCHOOL SENTIMENT INDEX SECONDARY LEVEL Y 1 2

Grade
Level

Number
of

Stuaents

SUb5CALES

Teacher Teacher
Total

(whole
eubscale)

LearninE Peer

Schaal
Social

Structure

Climate
Gene 1 Total

Mode o"
Instruction

Authority
& Control

Interpersonal
Relationships

;rade 7 24 3.26 3.31 3.30 3.28 2.51 3.04 3.18 2.95 3.13

ade 8 11 2.95 2.98 2.75 2.90 2.26 3.02 2.145 2.64 2.80

;rade 9 14 3.00 3.20 3.04 3.0 2.57 2,96 2.96 2.68 2.93

;rade 10 5 3.49 3.50 3.37 3.46 2.77 2,93 3.11 3.04 3.21

Total of
grades 7-10

54 3.15 3.23 3.12 3.1E 2.50 2.97 3.05 2.92 3,02

tinge of
c:,ssible

Scores
1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4 1 =4 1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4

krithmetic
ears

2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2 2.50 2.5u
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Among students assessed by the intermediate Level of the School
Sentiment index, attitudes towards various aspects of school seemed to beabOve average in all areas except-towards"Learning" (according to theIndex). The average score for the total group of students on the "Learning
subscale was exactly at the arithmetic mean.

Results were similar for the students assessed by the SecondaryLevel of the Index, i.e., attitudes towards various aspects-of school seemedto be above average in all 'areas except towards "Learning". For those olderstudents also, the average -score on the "Learning";subscale was exactly atthe arithmetic mean. Thus, the attitude towards "Learning"'of City Schoolstudent's could be considered average.

Considering the student body as a whole, Grade 8 students, followedby Grade 9 studenta, had in general, the least positive attitudes towardsvarious aspects of school. The attitude towards "Learning" of the Grade
P:!'students was below average; that-is, more negative than positive. No sintleErade level of students had a remarkably more positive attitude than any othergrade level.

Unfortunately, at the time of the evaluation in May, many City Schoolstudents had the impression that the continued existence of their school:wasthreatened. Consequently many students were reluctant to say anything thatmight jeopardize their school. It is thought that this feeling of threat hadthe effect of elevating the scores on the Index, making the results somewhat'questionable.

As norms -for -the School Sentiment Index are not available onnational or local basis, clearly defined reference points cannot be estab-lished for evaluating the mean numerical:ratings. However, the Intermediateand Secondary Levels of the Index have been administered to students atseveral Vancouver schools during the past year, the results of which providesome means for comparison At the-Secondary-Level, the attitudes toWardsschool of City School students tended to.be.More positive, in most aspects,than those of students at two other secondaryschoola.- At the intermediateLevel, the attitudes towards school of City School students were comparable.with those of pupils in three other elementary schools. At the IntermediateLevel, City School students tended to be more positive towards "School SocialStructure and Climate"-and less positive towards "Learning" than were studentsfrom the three other Vancouver schools,



aire to Students

ALUATIO

111 STUDENTnQUESTIONNAINS

Questionnaires w e completed by 85 students return, approximately)as
part of the assessment of City School by the-Planning and Evaluation Department.

A- ummary of the responses to the questionnaires follows.

1. Are you a girl? boy.
Fiftyfour of the respondents (63.. were girls and 31 (

What grade were yoft in last -rear?

Current grade levels of the J5 students Frho completed the student questionnairewere

srere.boys.

15

grade LevAl

10

5

4

The largest single group of
Students enrolled in Grades
population.

No. of Students

7
14
12
24
21
13
2

PercentaTe

7.5
15.1.
12.9
25..3

'22.6

14.0
2.1

students is registered the Grade 7 level.
6 and 7 account for almost half of the school's

What school did you attend last year?
The 83 students who responded-to this question. attended 39

public
different schools

the previous year. Of these 39 schools132 are Vancouver Public schools. Thenumber of students froM any' one school ranged from one to six.-

Do you e:.:pect to be at
1972)?

Yes
No
Not Sure
No Response

If no, please state
to go, school ne rar.

ol again next school

reasons for

The following

.nz Sep

24 23.2,J
24 9,:t -9

1 ( 1.2,;)

icate where yo

he most common reasons given for leavin7 ity'School:
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Family leaving Vancouver. (7.1)Prefer and more suited to traditional school with
more-structure, organization, and academic emphasis. (7.1A
Not getting enough work done at City School. (5.9ACity School not large enough to have some of the fea-
tures I want or need, e,g., special courses, facilities,
social activities, more older students.

5 (5.9;0Want to, attend a school closer to my home and
friends.

4 (4.7,0Want to attend University Hill School which has a
similar sort of programme Older students). o)-

According to the students, fwer than half of them (42.45) will definitely
be returning to City School net school year. Among those who are definitely
planning to leave, the reasons for clein so are diverse.

5. Who made the decision about your going to City School?

You
Your Parents
You and your parent
No response

If you we
School?-

included in

o-et

the decision,

15

7,
62-
1

(17.6:)
( 8.2%)
(72.9,;
(

did ou 'Tnnt 4-0did
_ to City

Only seven respondents indicated that they were riot included in making the
decision regarding their goi to City School.

The reasons most frequently given by the students
School were: an ing to a

City School 'seemed different and I wanted-to see what it
would be-like.
City School offered greater freedom and .had fewer
rules.
I was. dissatisfied With my previous school.
City School offered greater freedom of choice of
activities.
I like to work at my own pace.
I diSliked the pressure of being told "what to do"
at my previous school,
I like to werk independentlY.
I work better in a less structured situation.
I was in conflict with my teachers ,at my last school.

nd City

13 -(21.2)

16 (134)
15 (17.6,-,;)

13 (15.3:3)
11 (12.9A

(10.6A
(
(

7,;



What do you like most about being at City Soho*

The responses given most often by the students were:

Freedom to go :where I want and to do what 1 wantwhen 1 want.
43- I like working on my own and at my own pa . 17- I may learn only what I want to learn. 14- I like the .decd teacher-student relationships. 12-

Because the school is small it is possible to et to
know everyone.

11The atmosphere is more relaxed.
9/There are many activities and fiold trips available. 5 (
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Half of the students consider that the one aspect, freedom, is the feature ofCity School they like most. This characteristic was more than twice as popularas the second most frequent response.

What: do you like least about being' at City Schoo

The responses to this question that were most of ten ziven by the student

Some of the students and some of the teachers. 19 (22.4;)Lack of equipment and facilities.
13 (15.3AI cannot work well here.
7 (It is run by Vancouver School Board which has its

disadvantages.
5 ( 5.9;.;)The tests - particularly this evalcation.
5 ( 5.9)Too few students, therefore social activities arerestricted.
4 ( 4.V)Nothing.
4- (School is too far from m home and friends. 3 ( 3.5)

Perhaps. what is most noteworthy here is that there were considerably fewerresponses to this question on least-liked aspects than there were to the pre:-ions questions on most-liked aspects of City School. This probably in-partreflects the students? reluctance-to criticize their school because they felt thesChoolls e:dstence was threatened. Also, it is indicative of the way the stu-dents-felt about their school - more positive than negative, liking more thanthey.disliked.

How do you feel about being an mi.::ed groups for activities at itywith students older and/or youl'.r than yourself?

Like It
73 (35. 90 %)Dislike It
6 (7.05 ;)N© Response or Undecided
6 7.05%)

That do you like or dislike about this?



The main reasons 3iven for the choides were

I can learn with the help of both older and younger
people.
There are more people to wort with and to have

21 (24.7,;
?

friends.
6 ( 7.1;)

It makes little difference .
5 ( 5.9;9)- It is a more "real life" situation. i4 ( 4.7,,- I've learned more about getting along with people. 4 ( 4.7A- Younger children misbehave and are bothersome. 4 ( 4.7A- I usually hans around with older people. 3 ( 3.5'AI prefer to be wtth people my own age. 3 ( 3.5;;)- Nothing. 3 ( 3.5)

Although a majority of the students responded that they liked` being in _groupsof ages, a number of their comments indicated that they -felt less
definitely about this. The comments of many students denoted indifference orambivalence. Generally, it tended to be older Students Who were less keen onhaving mi ed ages - they objected to so many younger Children and relatively
fewer older ones.

Do you think there are enough choices of subjects of _erred at City School?

Yes
64 (750No
13 (21.2,-..,No Response.
3 ( 3.5:)

The students mad- the following cements:

-There should be more choices of subjects and act-
ivities,particularly in science and athletics.
There. is a good choice of subjects.-

- It is posSible to study-anysubject of interest to
Noreequipmentip needed before other subjects can
be offered.

MC

16 (18.3A
15 (17.6A
11 12.9A

3 3.54
Most of the students seemed satisfied that there Were-enough choices of
subjects available. Some suggested that those.who were dissatisfied with
available choices could initiate courses theMseives or could obtain themat other schools.

10. How do you think your progress in ,the academic sub'oc4:,s_ at City School
compares to the progress you were making at your previous school?

Tore progress a' City School 31 (36.5'.Some amount of progress 25 (29.4,;)
Less progress at City School 21 (24.7A
Undecided or varies with subjects 8 ( 9.4;;)



11. Do you like being able to organize your own time and Choose tie activitiesyou will take part in?

Yes
No
No Res- onse

What do-you like or dislike about this?

Responses to this question included:

I have- complete freedom in_deoiding what I do at.school.
I canwork as my mood dictates
am not pushed, rushed, or pressumd.

1-enjoy doing school work more.
can pursue my awn interests

I find it hard to organize my- of n work.
It teaches me self-discipline .

I like to have a choice .

It .gives- me a feeling of independence, r Atm -
spect and individuality-. self-

79

16

6
4
4
1,.

3

3

3

(92.9A
( 1.2A
(-5.9A

(1848A
(16.5A

'(

(-4.7A
( 4.7A
(_ .4.7,7;)

( 3.5A
3.5A

( 3.5,

Nearly all students responded that they like being able to organize theirown time and choose their activities. The reasons, f;iven by many studentsreflected their liking of freedom which became apparent in responses toprior questions.

12. That do you like most about doing the majority-of your school worl. on yourawn?

Anstrers given most frequently to this question were:

I can work at my own speed.
21 (24.7/;)I make the choice of subjects to be studied and the

conditions under which I study.
14 (16.5;)I am not pressured by a teacher telling me what, how,and when to learn.
11 (12.9AI can work independently at any pace I choose, 7 ( 3.2AI work more efficiently on my own.
4 ( 4.7AI work when I feel like it, so I enjoy doing it. 3 ( 3.5A

Again, the liking of the greater freedom at City School is apparent in thestudents, responses.
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What do yoti like least about doing the majority of your school work on yourown?

Answers given most often to this question were:

It is too easy to work below n capability. 18 ( 21.There is nothing I like least about this. 13 (15.3AI sometimes require more teacher direction. 10 (11.8;)It is sometimes hard to get help from the teacher. 7 (I prefer working in a group to working on my own. 4 ( 4.7;!;)

Most students who responded to this question reported difficulties in workingon their awn resulting_ from less pressure and teaches' direction, and fromgreater freedom.

14. Do you think you learn more or less by working mostly on jour. own than ifyou were in another school?

More
54 (63.9ALess
21 (2470-Same
2 C 2.4:0No .Response

( 9.40
Nearly twothirds of the students said that they learn more by working mostlyon their own. However, a quarter of the students said that they learn less byworking on their own than if they were under stricter aupervision'in anotherschool.

15. Are you able to get help om your teachers when you need i

Yes
73 (85.9:0No
2 ( 2.3;'.;)Sometimes
5

( 5.9)No Response
5 ( 5.91))

Please comment

The most common responses to this question were:

Teachers are always willing and find time to help. 16 (18.8;)Help from the teachers is always available. 13 (15.3;)I can get help sometimes or usually (most of thesestudents had responded "yes" above).
9 (10.6:;)Sometimes the teachers are too busy (most of these

students had responded "yes" above).
$ ( 9.4).
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Although a large majority responded "yes" to this item, some of these students
appear to have some lack of conviction about their responses and these would
belong more appropriately in the "sometimes" category. However, most students
indicated that getting help from a teacher is not difficult as long as one is
willing to be reasonable and wait until the teacher is available.

In what ways has your being at City School been goo d you?

Common responses to this question wer

I can express myself better and I am more con
fident and relaxed.
I have learned more.

11
14

(21.2A
(16.5A

I am more mature and independent since coming h 7 ( 2'
I am more selfdisciplined and responsible. 7 ( 8.2A
I have learned to work on my own. 7 ( 8.2A
I have learned more about other people and am able
to get along better with them.

7 ( 2A
I like school more now than I did before comiTlg
City Schools 6 ( 7.1A
I have met more people and made new friends. 4 ( 4.7A
I understand myself better.

3 ( 3.5A
I am able to work on that which interests me. 3 ( 3.5;;)

It is noteworthy that the ways which most students said City School had been
good for then were of a personal and/or social nature rather than academic.

17. In what ways has your being at City School not been g224 for you?

Responses commonly made to this question were

I am unable to work well on my own.
There are no ways really.
My academic learning has suffered part
activities are not available.
School is too far from my home and friends.

becauSe some

There were fewer negative responses than positive responses
of City Schoolts effect on students. Most negative effects
lack of academic learning.

16
13

11
4

(18.8A
(15.3A

(12.9A
( 4.7A

to the question
related to the
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List the activities in which you have been involved at City School ti he youthink were the most worthwhile e:Teriences. Indicate in what ways they werevaluable to you.

Activities which were mentioned by sic or more students are listed below;

Hathenatics
21 (24.7,;)Drama
1 (21.2,;)English 1i. (16.5.;)Science
11 (12.3A

(Another 11 students pecified particular branches of science)

Camping
Hiki:

Working at P.N.E. Farm
Cooking
Child Care
Reading on own
Working with video tape
Music - particularly :;uitar
French
Social Studies
3azaar
Gymn.
Photograph,

Court House (observed trials)
Art

11 (12.9A
11 12.9A
10 (11.8A

(10.6A
(10.6A
(10.6)
( 9.4A

4A
4A

3.2.A8A7

7
7

7

( 7.1)
( 7.1A

(Another 6 studenfus specified particular kinds of art activities)

Not all students indicated in what ways these activities were of value tothen and their co- :rents were widely diverse. A few sample comments are off-ered here:

" I learned a lot.
DRAI. "Because I like it and it gives n.-?. confidence to s

that I want in front of people."
DISCUSSION
GROUPS: "Creates awareness."

"Fade me less self-consciou and 5117."
ENGLISH:- "Gives me opportunities to write thin; s for pla,y
CHILD CAR Z.:- "Good experience for working with children."P TD_VICTORIA:- "We renli,y got to know each other in different

ways."
CANTING TRIP:- "That's the first time I've ever been ca.ping.tt



Activities considered most worthwhile by the students were varied and
included coresubjects as well as an assortment of other subjects. Threecore subjects - Mathematics, English, and Science - were amon: the sL:
considered by the students as the most worthwhile activities.

Have you participated in any community activities outside school hours sincecoming to City School?

Yes
47 (55.3ANo
27 (31.3,No Response
11 (12.9,

Please list these

Relatively few students listed activities and some of these indicated con-fusion about the question. These have been classified under a few very gene_alcategories:

Sports (many different kinds)
30 (35.3.Various handicrafts
6 ( 7.1)Volunteer work
6 ( 7.1;S)Musical activities
5 ( 5.9.;)Young people's groups
4 ( 4.7,,)

20. How do you like being a student at City School compared to being at yourprevious school?

Like City School - more 53 (68.2A
- the same

13 (15.3A
less

5 (- no response 9 (10.6A
, List all the advantages or good points of City School.

Advantages mentioned most often were

I have more freedom at City School. 16 (18.8AI am able to work independently at my own pace. 16 (18.8AThere are good relationships between students and
teachers.

14 (16.5./0Students are not pressured by teachers. 9 (10.6AI am free to work in a manner and at det vities ofmy own choosing.
8 ( 9.4AI have a wider choice of activities.
3 ( 9.4AI learn more.
6 ( 7.1;)I am becoming more responsible for myself.
5 ( 5.9A,TeacherS are available when needed. 4 ( 4.7,3)Field trips.
4 ( 4.7A

Most of these responses were made by the senior students.
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List all the weaknesses or disadvantages of City

Disadvantages mentioned most often were:

There is a lack of equipment and facilities.
Some of the students hinder others from learning.
The school lacks structure and proper organization.

25
9

8

(29.4A
(10.6A
(94.3)The school is too noisy.

The school lacks discipline.
Some students have problems with teachers.

7464.111
The school is too far from home. 4it is hard to work in this type. of school. 4 ( 4.7AThere are not enough regular classes. 4 ( 4.7-;)The school is too messy.

3 ( 3.5ANone.
3 (3.5, ;)

What sup. esticns would you make for improvilv; City School?

The suggestions made most by the students were:

The school needs more equipment and facilities. 20 (23.5.0The school needs better organization and more
structure. 12 (14.1;)
Students should be carefully screened before being
accepted.

11 (12.9:3)The school should have bigger buildings. (12.9;(;)
There should be more discipline. 11 (12.9A
There should be more teachers. 10 (L1.3,:;)
The school should have a gymnasium. ( 9.4A
The school needs more quiet areas. 6 ( 7.1A
There should be more classes at school. 5 ( 5.9AThe school should have more older students. 4 ( 4.7A
Students should be responsible for keeping the school
clean.

3 ( 3.5AStudents who present problems should be removed. 3 ( 3.5ANone.
3 ( 3.5A

The students are most concerned about the
the number of students that do not appear
school and the type of oranization as it
for change would include:

lack of facili
to be able to
nor e:dsts. T

ies
unc
eir

and equipment,
ion in the

recommendations

74
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(a.
(b

provision of better equipment and facilities
provision of more structure in the organization
and operation of the school
provision for careful screening _f applicants

2 Please feel free to make further comments on anything you want aboutCity School.

Although there were relatively few responses to this item, two kindsof comments predominated.
These were:

Students like City School and hope it
continues.
l'5Ludents generally displayed enthusiasm
for and appreciation of City School.

A sample of the students' comments included:

(

( 5.9A

"There should be more schools of this type
"It is on the right track but they haven't nearl, perfectedit yet."
"The most important thirQNI've learned here is to respect: accept,and understand people."
"I don't care if I spelled the words wrong it irrelevant.""Thank you, I like fecling free."



EVALUATION

V - QTIONNAIF E TO PARENTS

Questionnaires were mailed in May, 1972, to 86* homes of children
currently attending City School. Of these, 58 (67.4%) were completed by
parents and returned.

In addition, similar but not identical questionnaires were mailed
to sixteen homes of children who had attended City School earlier in the
school year but had withdrawn from there prior to May, 1972. Of these) six
(37.5%) were completed by parents and returned.**

A summary of the opinions expressed by parents is as follows.

1. I have (had) the following children) attending City School this year

Number of Boys

Number of Girls

Total

26 37.1 3

44 62.9 3

70 6

Current Parents Previous
Parents-

The 58 "current" questionnaires which were returned represented a
total of 70 children. For all but this question and questions 2 and 4, the
number on which percentages are based is the 58 parent returns.

2. My chiid(ren) is are presently enrolled in the following grade(s) or
or year(s) in school:

VAVAAU UL
Yea-

4
Cu-

,)

Airr. P v
V

Cu Prey
(

Cur.r.

0
Curr. Prey.

7
Curr.

LU
Curr.

AO nesp.
Curr!

2

4.3%

Boys

Girls

Totals
as %

1 6

6

1

1

4

11

21.4%

1

1

5

12

24.3%

'5

17.1%

1 2

7

12.9%

1

5.7%
1.! 12.9%

Some families had more than one child attending City School. As only
one questionnaire was sent to each home, the number of questionnaires
distributed to parents is less than the number of students at the school.

Throughout this summary of opinions expressed by parents, parents of
present students will be referred to as "current" parents. Parents
of children, who have withdrawn will be referred to as "previous"
parents. If not specified; assume parents to mean "current" parents.

26



The distribution by grade and sex of the children of responding
parents is similar to the actual distribution of all students in the school.
In these ways the sample of parents would seem representative of the total
population.

3. My child(ren ) aattended the following school(s) last year:

The children of the 53 "current" parents who responded to this
questimli attended 33 different schools the previous year Of these 33
schools, 28 are Vancouver public schools.

The six children of the "previous" parents attended six different
Vancouver public schools. the preceding year. Three children returned to
their original schools after leaving City School. Since two of the remaining
students were in Grade 8, they could not return to their elementary school.

4. My child(ren) will continue at City School next year.

Yes No No Response

35 (59.3%) 21 (35.6%) 3 (5.1 %)*

Please state your reasons.

Reasons given for continuing at City School were:

child is happy there.
10 (17.2%)

My child's needs are being met.
3 ( 5.2%)

I'm pleased with the scope of opportunities that
are available.

3 ( 5.2%)My child has more confidence and a better attitude. 2 ( 3.4%)
I'm pleased with my child's progress. 2 ( 3.4%)

Reasons given for not continuing at City School were:

My child wants more structure and more activities
that are available in a larger school. 3 ( 5.2%)

My child cannot work in this type of school. 3 ( 5.2%)The school lacks discipline, care and guidance. 2 ( 3.4%)The school program lacks cohesion, 2 ( 3.4%)

More than half of the re pondents said that their child(ren) willbe returning to City School. This is a considerably higher proportion than
was indicated by the students' responses. A few parents indicated that iftheir family were not leaving the a-ea, their children, would be returning to
City School.

The responses to this question do not total 58 as one mother of two
children answered in both the yes and the no categories.

27
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A comparable question was asked "previous" parents# This was
For what reason(s) did you withdraw your child during the yea-9

Reasons given were:

- It was my child's decision. 3
- The school lacks guidance. 3
- The school lacks supervision. 2

My child was unhappy. 2

A related question which was asked "previous" parents was: For
what reason(s) did you select the school your child(ren) is are now attending?

There were two basic responses to this question. These were:

It is the school he went to before City School. 3
It's the school in our area. 2

For what reason(s) did you select City School for your child

Common responses to this question were:

I agree with the philosophy which allows freedom
of choice.

My child was bored and disinterested in other
conventional schools.

this year?

13 (22.4%)

7 (12.1%)
I favour small classes with more freedom, no

pressure and no exams. 5 ( 8.6%)
It offered a free and concerned atmosphere. 5 ( 8.6%)
My child was unhappy in his old school. 4 ( 6.9%)My child can pursue an interest without time limits. 4 ( 6.9%)
Children can get away from the rigid disciplinarian

approach.
3 ( 5.2%)It is a small school. 3 ( 5.2%)

child was doing poorly at other school. 2 ( 3.4%)
favour the ungraded, continuous aspect. 2 ( 3.4%)

It would teach my child to think. 2 ( 3.4%)

This was
one general reason was given for this by "pre

The school offers more challenge, enrichment, and the
opportunity to work at one's own speed.

Generally, these responses fall into two_broad areas those who are
dissatisfied with the previous school or traditional system, and those who
support the philosophy and ideas behind City School.



Have you visited the school to observe the students while the school
was in session?

Current Parent

Previous Parent

If yes, how often?

VI

2-4
5-10

Several

Yes No No Resp2n2ft

(60.4%) 22 (37.9%) 1 (1.7%)

4 2

No. of Parents
Responding

Current Previous

5

19

5

10

Well over one-half of the parents said they have made such visit
to City School, but more than-a third have not The frequency of visits
made varies greatly. More than half of those responding have visited four
or fewer times.

7. Have you participated in any of the school programs as a volunteer?

Yes No No_Response

Current Parent 15 (25.9%) 41 (70.7%) (3.4 %)

Previous Parent 2 4

Please comment. If you have participated, please include in your
comments the nature and extent of your participation.

Responses included:
Current Previous
Parent Parent

Working with students on various subjects;
e.g., cooking, yoga, chemistry. 7 (12.1%)

Driving children on field trips and outings. 7 (12.1%)
Helping to organize tours at P.N.E. farm. 3 ( 5.2%)

- Helping at the bazaar. 3 ( 5.2%)

For practical reasons (mostly because both
parents are working full -time) I could
not help. 8 (13 8%) 1
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A quarter of the parents have participated in the programs as
volunteers. More than two-thirds of the respondents have not been involved
as volunteers with City School. A few of these latter commented that they
were unable to help as both parents worked full-time.

8. Are you generally satisfied with the program that I been availablefor your child(ren)?

Yes Ne

41 (70.7%) 9 (15.5%)

No Response

8,,13

Some of the comments -fared were:

Should be more instruction in certain subjects. 4 (6.9%)Want more academic work, more encouragement and
more quiet space.

3 (5.2%)Child's selfeonfidence is finally showi 3 (5.2%)The program is all right but it can't be lef
up to the child entirely.

2 (3.4%)

The majority of the parents expressed satisfaction with the programat City School. However, most parents who made comments pointed out difficulties or areas needing improvement.
.

9. Are you satisfied that your child(ren) has/have made adequate progressin the academic subjects?

Yes No

Current
Parent

No Response

Current Parent 19 (32.8%) 17 (29.3%)

Previous Parent 1 5

The most frequently made coven

22 (37.9%)

Previous
Parent

have no information on which to judge. 9 (15.5%There is insufficient emphasis on academic
subjects.

prefer that emphasis be placed on the
child's interests rather than academics.

7

5

(12.1

( 8.6%)My child has made little academic progress. 3 ( 5.2%)Mathematics requires more emphasis.
3 ( 5.2%)I think my child is ahead of her group. 3 ( 5.2%)My child has done little all year. 2 ( 3.4%)

10. Have you noticed any changes in your son(s) /daught
started in September, e.g., behaviour, attitudeshimself, or other students, etc.?

Yes No

51 (87.9 %) 4 (6.9 %)

jr(s) since school
,arils school, teachers,

No Response,

3 (5.2%)
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What form did these changes take?

In responding, parents noted that heir children:

- Had more confidence. 16
- Had more positive attitudes.

9
Look forward to going to school now. 8

- Are happier.
8

Are more relaxed. 7
Have better rapport with other students and teachers. 6
Show an attitude of trust toward teachers. 4- Are more aggressive and less content. 4
Are more responsible.

4- Are more mature.
3Show more self-discipline.
3- Are less aggressive and hostile.
3- Enjoy school.
3

Have lost respect for schooling and teachers. 2
Are more independent.

2

When did you notice the changes?

The responses in general terms were:

Soon after school started. 18
- Before Christmas.

10
After Christmas.

10
Gradually.

8

(27.6%)

(15.5%)
(13.8%)
(13.8%)
(12.1%)
(10.3%)

( 6.9%)
( 6.9%)
( 6.9%)
( 5.2%)
( 5.2%)
( 5.2%)
( 5.2%)
( 3.4%)
( 3.4%)

.0%)

What do you think caused the changes?

The most frequently suggested causes were:

- The friendly teacher-student relationships. 12 (20.7%)- A lack of pressure,
The atmosphere of the small school.

7
6

(12.1%)
(10.3%)- The increased freedom. 6 (10.3%)- A feeling of involvement.

5 ( 8.6%)
The feeling of being accepted as an individual. 5 ( 8.6%)- The opportunity to think for oneself. 3 ( 5.2%)- The absence of competition.

2 ( 3.4%)
The lack of structure and discipline!

2 ( 3.4%)

Nearly all parents had noticed changes in their children) since
school started in September. Most of the changes noted were of a personal social
(rather than academic) nature. Most of the changes noted were in a positive,
constructive direction. The changes occurred at assorted times throughout the
year, although most changes seemed to appear soon after school started. Friendlyteacher-student relationships was noted most frequently as the reason for changesin students.



11. Describe any gains that your child(ren) ha have made personally and
socially since September and indicate to what you attribute them.

In describing student gains, parents indicated that their children:

Were more self-confident socially.
Were more self-reliant.
Were more mature.
Were happier.
Were more considerate in their behaviour.
Cultivated a greater variety of friendships.
Were not afraid to voice an opinion on any sub
Liked school.
Had developed wider interests.

ect

These bear some similarity to various positive fea
School and to the personal gains mentioned by the students.
buted the gains to specific causes.

15 (25.9%)

9 (15.5%)
6 (10.3%)
5 ( 8.6%)
5 ( 8.6%)

4 ( 6.9%)
2 ( 3.4%)
2 ( 3.4%)
2 ( 3.4%)

urea of City
Few parents at

12. Describe any losses_ that your child(ren) has/have made personally and
socially since September and indicate to what you attribute them.

Losses mentioned most often were:

There have been none.
My child has been separated from her local friends.
My child has suffered academically.
My child has developed poorer work habits.
This has been a lost school year.
There has been an increased use of foul language

and profanity.

a result
The largest group of parents felt that there had
of their children attending City School.

been no

13. What feature or aspect of City School do you like best?

"Best-liked" features frequently noted were:

The student teacher relationships.
The freedom of choice.
The teachers.
The informality of the school in general.
The opportunity for a child to be responsible for

his own decisions.
The opportunity to learn at one's own speed.
The size of the school.
The school's meetings.

17 (29.3%)
9 (15.5%)
5 ( 8.6%)
2 ( 3.4%)
2 ( 3.4%)

2 ( 3.4%)

losses as

12 (20.7%)
10 (17.2%)
9 (15.5%)
4 ( 6.9%)

4 ( 6.9%)
3 ( 5.2%)
3 ( 5.2%)
2 ( 3.4%)

The best-liked features tended to be of a more personal/social
nature rather than academic. This parallels the students' reactions tothe school program.



14. What feature or aspect f City School do you like least?

The "least liked" features frequently noted were:

The lack of facilities and equipment. 10 (17.2%)
The lack of information on pupils' academic progress. 7 (12.1%)
The confusion.

5 ( 8.6%)
The excessive freedom.

5 ( 8.6%)
The carelessness and irresponsible attitude of

the students. 5 ( 8.6%)
The lack of structure in the program. 5 ( 8.6%)
The failure to screen students.

3 ( 5.2%)
The lack of emphasis on academic work. 3 ( 5.2%)
The voluntary attendance procedures. 2 ( 3.4%)
The physical plant.

2 ( 3.4%)
The amount of stealing that goes on. 2 ( 3.4%)
The lack of discipline.

2 ( 3.4%)

As was noted in the student responses, negative responses tended
to be more concerned with the academic aspects of the school program.

15. Has/have your child (-e,) been involved in any community activities sinceSeptember other than directly through City School)?

Yes,_ No No Response

32 (55.2%) 22 (37.9 %) 4 (6.9%)

If yes, please comment on these activities.

Responses to this question were varied. This was due in part to the
fact that many parents misinterpreted the question. The majority of "yes"
responses referred to the child's participation in a community centre program.

16. Are you in favour of a policy of voluntary attendance for your child(

Yes No No Response

Current Parent 25 (43.1%) 28 (48.3%) 5 (8.6%)

Previous Parent 3

Reasons given for their choices by "current" parents were:

Children must make their own decisions on this.
It depends on the Sage and the child.-

- Children should attend regularly.
Checks should be made on nonattenders.
I want to know when my child isn't in school.
It places too much responsibility on children.
Definitely not who can voluntarily attend a job?
A child's responsibility is to attend.

9 (15.5%)
8 (13.8%)
7 (12.1%)
5 ( 8.6%)
5 ( 8.6%)
4 ( 6.9%)
4 ( 6.9%)
3 ( 5.2%)

33



The main reasons given by "previous" parents were:

Possibly it might work for certain people under ideal
circumstances.

I was in favour of this but it didn't work out and
I no longer favour it..

2

Opinions were divided on this matter with a slightly larger groupnot being in favour of voluntary attendance. A number of parents made theirchoice then added qualifying remarks, e.g.) it depends on the age and thechild.

17. Are you in agreement with permitting your child(ren) to visit areas
within the city during school hours' without adult supervision?

Current Parent

Previous Parent;

No Response or
Yes No Mixed Response

41 (70.7%) 14 (2-4.1%) 3 (5.2%)

2 3 1

Comments made in respcnse to this question were:

Current Previous
Parent Parent

It is a planned learning experience. 12 (20.7%)
I approve if the school is aware of where the

children are going.
9 (15.5%)It would depend on the age and development

(maturity) of the child. 7 (12.1%) 2I agree under certain conditions, e.g., if
students are in small groups, if they are
old enough, if times are limited, within
reason.

7 (12.1%)Children need some supervision. 6 (10.3%)I am very definitely (in agreement). 6 (10.3%)The child learns self-relian2e and independence. 5 ( 8.6%)

Most of the parents who responded "no" to this question were parentsof younger children. A number of parents qualified their choices. The pro-portion of "previous" parents who said "no" was greater than that for "current"parents.

18. Do you think that your child(ren) is /are given too much freedom inselecting his /her /their learning experiences?

:Yes No No Response

18 (31.0%) 29 (50.0 %) 11 (19.0%)
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Comments made to this item included:

Children require some direction. 13 (22.4%)
Certain basics should be compulsory. 7 (12.1%)With total freedom, children shy away from poor subjects. 4 ( 6.9%)Children need strong guidance, supervision, and

follow-up.
4 ( 6.9%)Children require more direction in the three R's. 3 ( 5.2%)Freedom has resulted in my child pursuing non-academic

and social activities only. 2 ( 3.4%)

One-half of the parents said that they did not think that theirchildren were given too much freedom in selecting their learning activities.However, nearly a third of the parents thought that their children had too muchfreedom.

19. What do you consider to be the major strengths and weaknesses of CitySchool?

Strengths

Strengths sugg d by parent- were:

Current Previous
Parent Parent

- It allows freedom of choice and self-expression. 20 (34.5%)It has good teachers.
19 (32.8%)Students have rapport with teachers. 12 (20.7%)

Individual programs enable the student to work
at his own level.

6 (10.3%)Students are given a chance to be self-reliant
and responsible.

5 ( 8.6%)
It allows freedom of student creativity. 4 ( 6.9%)- It is a small school.

4 ( 6.9%)Pupils are interested and happy. 3 ( 5.2%)Children are involved in decision making. 3 ( 5.2%)It encourages ,positive teacher-student
cooperation.

3 ( 5.2%)There is less pressure.
3 ( 5.2%)- Outdoor activities are encouraged. 2 ( 3.4%)- It fosters learning in the communi

experiential approach. 2 ( 3.4%)
Its informality breeds confidence. 2 ( 3.4%)

The advantages listed by parents as being most significant fall intothree general categories:

the philosophy of "freedom" which permeates the program;the superior teaching ataff;
the personal social gains children are making.
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Weaknesses

Weaknesses suggested by pa

The lack of facilities and equipment.
The lack of academic success and direction.
The excessive noise that persisted throughout

Current
Parent

15 (25.9 %)
8 (13.8%)

Previous
Parent

1

the year. 7 (12.1%)
The lack of firmness with students who don't

care. 7 (12.1%)
The poor screening of students. 6 (10.3%)
The high ratio of students to teachers. 6 (10.3%)
The failure of staff to divide their tithe

equitably among all students. 5 ( 8.6%)
The absence of structure in the program. 3 ( 5.2%)
The lazy student can drift too easily, there

fore too many students do too little. 3 ( 5.2%)
The need for students to be challenged and

pushed. 2 ( 3.4%)
The excessive amount of freedom. 2 ( 3.4%) 1
The large number of visitors. 2 ( 3.4%)
The lack of supervision. 1 ( 1.7%) 2
The inclusion of young children in a program

that is more suited to older children. 1 ( 1.7%) 1
Insufficient pre-planning. 1 ( 1.7%) 2

20. What aspects of City School should be changed?

The parents' responses indicated that the school required=

Current
Parent

Previous
Parent

Better facilities and equipment. 5 ( 8.6%) 1
More academic programs.

5 ( 8.6%) 2
An evaluation which would compare the achieve-

ment of its students with students of
other schools. 5 ( 8.6%)

More structure. 4 ( 6.9%) 3
A more careful screening of student 4 ( 6.9%) 2
A policy of compulsory subjects for all with

enforced attendance. 3 ( 5.2%) 1
A policy of admitting self-motivated students

only.
3 ( 5.2%)

A better system of reporting to parents. 3 ( 5.2%)
A policy which would enable it to be open at

all hours. 2 ( 3.4%)
More teachers to provide a better pupil-

teacher ratio. 1 ( 1.7%) 1
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As many parents had already listed responses to a similar question
on "weaknesses" of the program, they chose not to repeat their comments,
hence the reduced response to this item. The major concerns of the parents
suggest a need for:

better facilities and eqeipmen 7

more emphasis on the academic programs;
more organizational structure;
greater care in screening student applicants.

21. Please feel free o make any further comments on any aspect of City
School,

Responses to this item were exceedingly varied and in many instances
were lengthy. Very oftenl.the parents amplified what they had said in their
earlier responses. For these reasons, only a sample of typical responses is
produced here.

Actual comments of "current" pareni

"Screening of students is vital and should be done on this basis.
Consider: ability to work on their own, a strong self-concept, good
intelligence, and sound emotional development."

"We would like our children to have .a greater and consistent confronta-
tion of academics."

"When a school advocates further permissiveness and practically a
complete lack of discipline in an already free society, in the long
run, it is bound to fail,"

"We think in time City School can and shoqld be a great success but
there are a few changes that should be made."

- "1 now have a girl interested in people and her surroundings, who
gets along with students and adults alike :She may never be an "egg
head" but she will be a confident, happy person, thanks to City
School."

"Disappointing to say the least."

"I want to thank you for starting the school - I don't know what
would have happened if my son hadn't heard about it."

"Those students who are presently in the school who are not me
could be placed elsewhere in the system.

Act- .comments of "previous" parents:

"To the parents of the first students, it_seemed that City School was
thrown together with no proper forethought or planning. The students
didn't know where to start, and no one could guide them

.va d,



"Perhaps Grade 5 is too yob to begin City School after sttendding
a 'traditional' school."

"It is gratifying to see such sincere men and'women putting forth
such efforts to make this new approach work. They deserve high'.
praise."-

"If City School is to continue, screening should be made to prevent
other schools from unburdening themselves with their-problems."

"It's a worthwhile experiment that should be continued, but it
needs continued evaluation."
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SUMMARY

City School, an experimental school run by the Vancouver School
Board, has just completed its first year of operation. It enrolls approxi-
mately 100 students, most of whom are registered in Grades 5 to 10. These
students previously attended more than 40 different schools, largely
Vancouver public schools. There are more girls than boys - approximately
a 3:2 ratio, The students are not evenly divided among the grade levels
with nearly half of them registered in Grades 6 and 7 and only a few regis-
tered in Grade 10.

An evaluation,
approaches in an attempt
school, and achievement.
their parents on various

mostly carried out during May, 1972, used several
to assess students' self-concepts, attitudes towards
In addition, the opinions of the students and of
aspects of City School were obtained on questionnaires.

The Coopersmith Self-Esteem inventory was administered to students
in January and again in May A comparison of the pre- and post-test results
revealed no statistically significant differences.

A School Sentiment index was given to the students in May to assess
their attitudes towards several aspects of school. These attitudes seemed to
be above average in all areas except "Learning," in which they had an average
rating. In comparison with studenta from several Vancouver schools, the
"attitudes towards school" of City School students tended to be similar at
the lower grade levels (Grades 5 and 6) and slightly more positive at the
upper grade levels ,(Grades 7 to 10). (See Tables III and IV.)

Achievement Tests in English and Mathematics were given to all
students. Students in Grades 5 to 9 had the Metropolitan Achievement Tests
while the Grade 10 students had the Cates-MacGinitie Reading Tests and the
Beattie Test of Mathematical Fundamentals for. Grades 7 to 12. The results-
for City School students were average or higher than the norms on all
subtests, at every grade level, except for the Language subtest at Grade 8
and the Beattie Mathematics Test at Grade 10. (See Tables I and II.) From
this one set of results, there is no way of knowing how much the students have
improved during the year as their functioning levels were not ascertained at
the beginning of the year Thus, these results should not be interpreted as
an indication of what the students have learned at City School - they simply
denote the current levels of student functioning.

A eurvey test in Mathematics was administered to all pupils in
Grade 6 of Vancouver schools during the week of May 29 - June 2, 1972. The
scores:obtained by City School students on this test were below average corn.
pared to other Vancouver schools.

Questionnaires were completed by 85 students (approximately 85%)
and 58 parents (67.4 %). Retums were also received from six (37.5%) parents
of students who withdrew from City School prior to May, 1972.
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According to the students, 42.4% of them definitely expect to
return to City School in September, 1972; according to their parents, 59.3%
of the students will be returning to City School in the Fall. Nineteen of
the original 100 students had withdrawn from the school by May. Most of the
students who were leaving City School, as we_l as those who had already with-
drawn, planned to return to a school with a more traditional system. Reasons
given for leaving included:

having a preference for a school with more st eture and/or
academic emphasis;

City School is too small to have some of the activities needed
or wanted;

students were not doing enough work at City School;
a school closer to home was desired.

The various kinds of freedom" found at City School were mentioned
frequently by students and parents. The features of this freedom noted most
often were:

a student can pursue his own interests;
one can work at one's own speed;
the child can choose both his activities and when he will engage

in them;
there is a lack of supervision and pressure.

Freedom was a major attraction of the school but feelings about it
were not entirely positive. The lack of pressure seemed to have great appeal
for the students. While parents liked this feature they were less enthusiastic
about it than were the students. A number of students and parents said that
the lack of pressure often results in not enough work being done by the students.
Even though liking the freedom to work at their own interests and at their own
speed, many students felt that they would like to have more teacher direction.

Half of the parents said that they did not think that their children
were given too much freedom in selecting their learning activities; however,
nearly a third of the parents thoUght that their children had too much 'freedom
in this regard.

Related to this is the matter- of voluntary attendance. Parents were
divided in their opinions on whether voluntary attendance of students at schoolwas desirable.

Many students and parents noted that there was a sizeable group of
etudents at City School who did not fit into or function well in that kind of
setting. Indeed, they seemed to feel that these students spoiled the school
and its functioning for the others. There were frequent comments and sugges-tions by both parents and students to indicate that these students should be
removed from the school. Both the students and their parents recommended that
there should be a screening of applicants to ensure a carefUl selection of
students for City School next year.
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In general, the positive aspects of City School, including the
gains made by the students, tended to be largely of a personal/social nature.
Parents and students noted that the children were happier, more relaxed,
more confident, more responsible, and had improved attitudes towards school,
Many students responded favourably to being treated more as individuals than

,

they thought they,had been before. Assets of the school observed by parents
fell into three broad categories:

the philosophy of "freedom' which permeates the program;
the superior teaching staff;
the personal social gains their children are making.

On the other hand, the losses made by the students and the disadvan-
tages of the school that were mentioned by parents and students tended to be
more of an academic nature. Only one-third of the parents acknowledged satis-
faction with the academic progress of their children but another third did not
answer this question. Some parents who gave no response complained about the
lack of information on pupils' academic progress which they said made it
impossible for them to comment on its adequacy.

Many students and parents felt that one of the school's greatest
handicaps was the inadequacy of its buildings and equipment. The facilities
were designed for children at the primary level and are, not surprisingly,
unsuitable in some ways for older children. The features noted most often as
being inadequate were the library, the science equipment, and the facilities
for Physical Education (lack of a gymnasium, in particular }.

Other weaknesses of City School noted by parents and students throughout
the questionnaires were:

students don't do enough work;
the school lacks structure;
there is not enough academic emphasis;
some students make it hard for the others to work and have a bad

effect on the school generally;
the school is too far from, home and friends.

Most parents did not note specific losses that their children had experienced
since going to City School.

students.
More positive than negative comments were made, particularly by the

There was commendation by parents and students of the high calibre
of the teacheys at City School. The friendly student-teacher relationships
possible at the school were especially appreciated. There were some comments
to the contrary but these were in the minority.

One of the points made most often by the students and the parents
was that the lack of structure and organization at City School seemed to createand to contribute to many difficulties. Many students objected to various
signs of disorganization, such as:



poor attendance at "classes ;"
insufficient number of academic classes;
constant noise throughout the whole school;
mess around the school;
students who interfered with the activities of others.

Many parents and students suggested that there shoUld be more structure and
organization to combat these problems. Specific suggestions indicated that

there should be more rules with enforced discipline;
there should be more organized or regular kinds of classes of an

academic nature;
there should be some compulsory subjects;
attendance at the school and at classes should be required;
there should be greater pressure on the students to set goals and

work towards them;
there is a need for establishing and maintaining quiet areas for

working in the school (the library was suggested by several).

Eased on this assess nt, it is not possible to say with any degree
of confidence how well some of the objectives of City School are being; reached.
There were indications that some measure of success has been reached in the
attainment of at least two of the objectives. These are

to provide for the exploration of areas of interest not normally
available in schools;

to explore the community and become practically involved.

The timetable and questionnaire responses suggest that a large variety of
subjects fo5r study was available and that many assorted field trips have
occurred. A more comprehensive evaluation over a full school year, that would
include both pre- and post-testing, should provide more accurate information
on the attainment of objectives. This might be considered for the upcoming
school year of 1972-73.

In conclusion, parents and students like many aspects of City School
but feel that some changes are required. Generally, it would seem that they
think it is too extreme in certain ways and that there should be greater
moderation in these respects at City School

- 0 -

"Avoid Extremes; and shun the fault of such
Who still are pleas/d.too little or too much."

Alexander Pope - Essay on Criticism
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APPENDIX A

SCHOOL 'SENTIMENT INDEX

Intermediate L6le

Directions; On your answer sheet please show whether each of

these sentences is true or untrue for you by marking "true" if

the sentence is true or "untrue" if it is not true.

For example:

2.

True Untrue

sy

2. I'd like to stay at my
school always.

There are no right or wrong answers, so respond to -a h -item as

honestly as you can. Do not write your name on your answer sheet.

Instructional Objectives Exchange

Copyright 1970

Box 24095

Los Angeles, California 90024



1. Other children bother me.when I'm trying to do
my school work.

My teacher always tells me when she is pleased
with my work.

My teacher is interested in the things I do outside
of school.

Each morning I look fol-ward to coming to school.

This school is like a jail.

In our class, we often get a chance to make decisions
together.

7. I often feel rushed and nervous in school.

8. -My teacher gives me work that is too hard.

9. Other children-often get me into trouble at school.

10. My teacher seldom tells me whether my work is good
or bad.

My teacher- listens to what I have to say.
II.

12. It is hard for me to stay happy at school.

13. I follow the rules at school..

14. There are many different activities at school from
which I can choose what -I would like to do.

When I-do something wrong_ at school,
I know I will

get a second chance.

17.

18. My eacher tries to make scho

19. I try to 46 my best.in school.

20. My teacher does not care about me.

My teacher gives me work that is too easy.

ten must do what my friends want me to do.

1 interesting to me.

True Untrue



21. School gives'me a stomachache.

22. The principal of my school is friendly toward
the children.

23. 1 get -many chances as other children to do
special jobs in my classroom.

24. My teacher does not giye me enough
finish my work.

25. The other children in my class are not friendly
toward me.

26. In school I have to remember too many facts.

27. I like to do school work at home In the evenings.

28. My teacher doesn't understand me.

28. I often get headaches at school.

30. The princ-ipal's main job is to punish children, L=.7

45

True Untru

31. My teacher treats me fel ly.

32. My teacher makes sure I always understand what
she wants me to-do.

1 really like working with he other_chi.ldren
in my class.

34. I would rather learn a, new game than play cane
I already know,

I'm afraid to tell. my teacher -when I don't
understand Something..

36. I feel good when I'm at school.

37. I get scared when I have to go to the of
at School.

38. My teacher unfairly punishes the whole class

39. 1. -gat tired of hearing my teacher talk all the
time.

School is a good. place formakjng_

1=7

tr.71 C.7
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True Untr

41.

42.

43.

44.

I wish my class could have this teacher next year

I like trying to work difficult puzzles.

My teacher scares rye.

I like to stay home from school.

=7 /77

4.11,-

/_.

C:=17

45. When I h e a problem bn the playground at recess,
I know I an find a nice teacher to help me.

46. I don't like most of the children in my class.

47. My teacher is not very friendly with the
children. L=7

48. The bi rigest reason
I come to school is .to learn,

L.

49. My teacher is mean,
i:=7 tl_

50. I am embarrassed to be in the class I'm in, Z

51. My teacher grades. me fairly.
EL=7,/

52. I think a new child could make friends easily in.
my ziess.

53. l feel like my teacher doesn't like me when U do
something wrong.

-$4. there are too ma-y children-in my c

59. When a new child comes into our class, my friends
and I very ha'rd to make him or her feel happy.

56. My !'eaclicr 1 k. s some children better than 'others, L777

57. I feel, unhappy if I don't learn something new in
school each day.

58, . When I-do something wrong, my teacher corrects
me without hurting my feelings

59. I like school better than my friends do.

60. I hay to share book with other children too
after at school.

Er7



61. I know what my teacher expects of me.

62. My teacher is f -n too busy to help me when
I need help.

63. I want to be a very good student.

64. My teacher does not scare the children.

65. I often feel lost at school.

66. My teacher usually explains things too slowly.

67. There's no privacy at school.

68. Older children often boss my friends and me around
at school.

69. At school other people really care about me.

70. I would rather get books for my birthday than
toys or clothes.

71. I would rather eat lunch at home than at school.

72. My teacher bosses the children around.

73. Th e children in my class nearly always obey the
teache.r.

74. We change from one subject to another too often
In my class.

75.
I like my teacher.

47

True Untrue

L217 177

/:=7 17:7

--7

E_-_7 4177.

=7

1,77

L.:77 =7

C.77 Z77

/7.1 L:77
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APPENDIX B

SCHOOL SENTIMENT INDEX

Secondary Level

Directions: For each statement, indicate the extent o which you agree or
disagree by marking the answer sheet:

A) if you strongly agree

B) if you agree

C) if you disagree

D) if you strongl disagree



My teachers rarely explain to me why I deserve the grades I earn on
assignmmts and tests.

Z. I do my best in school.

My teachers are interested in the things I do outside of school.

4. Each morning I look forward to corning to school.

5. My school has too many rules.

My teachers allow students some choice in what they study in class.

I often feel rushed and nervous at school.

My teachers give assignments that are too difficult.

Students here aren't very friendly.

10. My teachers try to make their subjects interesting to me.

11. I hate having to do ho rk.

12. My teachers are interested in what I have to say.

13. When I'rrx at school, I'm usually unhappy.

14. This school is run like a prison.

15. In most of my classes, individual students can choose assignments which are
interesting to them.

16. -If I did something wrong at school, I know I would get a second chance.

7. My teachers give assignments that are just busy-work.

18. I enjoy working on class p cts with other students.

19. My teachers really like their subjec

20. I would rather learn a new sport than play one I already know.

21. My teachers are personally concerned about me.

School depresses me.

=Whenever
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'called to -one of the..o_ ices at school, feel upset.

24. I think there i oo much pressure in school.



25. My teachers give e too much work.

26. School is a good place for making friends.

27. My teachers are boring.

28. I like the challenge of a difficult assignment.

29. My teachers don't try to understand young people.

30. I stay home school whenever I can.

31. My classes are too big.

32. I very interested in what goes on at this school.

33. My teachers explain assignments clearly.

34. In school I have to -_-_-e- orize too many facts.

35. The main reason for going to school is to learn.

36. If I had a serious problem, I don't know one teacher in my school I could go to.

37. Students have enough voice in deter i-ingho this school is run.

38. My teachers have encouraged me to think for myself.

39. My teachers have been fair to me.

40. I usually don't get involved in many school activities.

41. My teachers won't give me any idea of what will be on their tes

42. I really like most of the kids at this school.

43. My teachers -don't allow me to be creative.

44. Teachers recognize right to a different opi

45. I get tired of listening to my

Lattend many school.events.

47. I-like to talk to my teachers

48. my teachers are--:ton:oldfashioried.

Tachers talk all the tim



49. I really feel part of my school.

50. My teachers frequently show a lack of preparation.

51. It is difficult for a new student to find friends here.

52. I have a good relationship with roost of my teachers.

53. My favorite classes are those in which I learn the most.

54. I would like to go to school all year long.

55. Each September I look forward to the beginning of school.

56. Our school is so large, I often feel, lost in the cr=owd.

57. I usually get the grade I deserve in a class.

58. My teachers are friendly toward the students.

59. I try to do good work in my class.

60. My teachers still respect me as a person even when I've done poorly on myschool work.

6.1. I like school better than y friends do.

62. There's no privacy at school.

63. My teachers let me know what is expected of me.

64. I enjoy the social life here.

65. My teachers grade me fairly.

66. There are many closed groups of students here.

67. My teachers like working with young people.

68. I often buy books with my own oney.

69. My teachers are too concerned with discipline.

-70. I liked-school better .when I was-in ele: entar}i,r.school than I do now.

-71. At school, ether people-really care about

72.. If I thought I could

73.
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oxric e.

My teachers will discuss grade changes
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74. My teachers just don't care about students if they're not going to college.

75. I do more school work than just what is assigned.

76. Teachers at my school cannot control their classes.

77. My teachers give me individual help willingly.

78. Lunch time at school is not fun.

79. My teachers are often impatient.

80. If I had the choice, I wouldn't go o school at all.

81. My teachers have "pets".

82. My teachers often waste too much time explaining things.

83. I follow the school rules.


